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1. Introduction 

ON THE GAME OF GO 

By Jin Bai Kim 

There are books ([3J , [5J) for persons who want to know. practic~lly， how to 
play the game of Go. There are oooks for persons who want to improve therir 

skill (see [7] , [17] , [24] ). E. Thorp ( [25] , [26] , [27] ), W. Wa1den ( [25] , [27] ), A. 

Zobrist [29J and D. B. Benson( [lJ , [2J) have studied Go-game in connection with 

the computer science. We first give a definition of a Go-game using gràphs. Then 
we give a definition of a three person Go-game and discuss problems of Go-games. 
The final part of thispaper has a theorem (which is a kind of minimax 
theorems) on an upper bound of number of stones with which every Go-game 
can be played without exchanging black and white stones duririg the paly time. 

2. The two person Go-game on a 2-dimensional board 

YV e define a Go game by using mappings and graphs. Let Z + be the set of 

all positive integers. Let niEZ + with ni르6 U=l,2). Let Ii={nEZ+: n르ni} and 

let B=Il XI2• B will be called the go-board. U,j)EB is called a poz'nt or an 

z'ntersectz'on. Let S= {b, w} be a set of two distinct objects. (We call b a black 

stone and w a white stone.) If (y, a) is a member of yxB, then (y, a) is called 
a vertex zνz'th y-color or a y-vertex (yES). 

Let a1 = (i, j) and a2= (s, k) be two members of B. a1 and a2 are adjacent if 

one the following conditions holds: 

(1) s=H1 and j=k. (2) z'=s+l and j=k. 

(3) k=j+1 and i=s. 

(5) s=H1 and k=j+l. 

(7) s=H1 and j=k+1. 

(4) j=k+l and i=s. 

(6) i=s+l and k=j+l. 

(8) i=s+l and k=j+l. 

01-a2 means that a1 and a2 are adjacent and a1-f-a2 means that a1 and a2 are 

not adjacent. 

DEFINITION 1. An edge • . LetyεS. Let 칸= (y, ai)εyXB(i=l. 2). (v l' v2) is 

said to be an edge if a1-a2• For 꺼= (y , a1) , define c(v1)=a1εB. 

Any subset G(y) of yXB becomes a graph by the .definition of an edge, and 
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O(y) is caIled a y-graph or a gγaPh 01 y-stones. G(yXB) denotes the set of. aIl 

y-graphs. For G(y) in G(yXB), define c(G(y)) = {c(v) : v is a vcrtex of G(y)}. 

Let v1=(y, a1) and vm=(y,am) be two vertices of-G(y). V1 and v
1II 

are connected 

if there exists a sequence (y, ai)(i=2, 3, …,m-1) of vertices (y, ai) of G(y) such 

that 안-ai+l (i=1, 2, …,m-l).G(y)is said to be connected if any two vertices 

()f G(y) are connected. Define IG(y) I =m as the total number of vertices of G(y) 

and will be caIled the order of G(y). 

Define A\B={iεA:x졸B} for any two sets A ahd ‘B.' Lèt Bl = {(i，j)εB: í=1 

()r i=n1}, B2= {(i， j)εB : j=1 or j=n2} and B(B)=B1 UB2, which may be called 

the border of B. 

DEFINITION 2. A simPle closed graph.A connected graph G(y):= {(y , ai):i 

=1, 2, …, m} of order m= I G(y) I 르3 is saiQ. to be a simpl e connected graPh 

with . two term써al vertices (y, a1) and(y, a,n). if a1 is not adjacent with am 
and if G(y)\ (y, ai) (1;zf i ;zfm) is not a conl1ected graph. G(y) = {(y, 한) : i 

=1, 2} with a1-a2 (an edge) is also caIled a simple connected graPh. Let 

O(y)= {(y, 안):i=1， 2， …, m} (m르2) be a simple connected graph with two 

terminal vertices (y, a1) and (y, am). If {al' am} CB(B), then G(y) is called 

a weak St'mPle closed graPh. A graph G(y) is said to be a strong simp!e 

cl osed graPh if I G(y) I 르4and if, for aIl z', G(y)\ (y, 한) is a simple connected 

용raph with two terminal vertices (y, ai _ 1) (when i=1 , we take m-1 as i -1) 

and (y, ai+l) (when zO=m we take 1 as m+ l). CG(yXB) denotes the set of all 

weak and strong simple closed y-graphs and any member of CG(yXB) will be 
called a simPle closed graPh (or a simPle polygon). Let G(y)εCG(yXB). Then 

G(y) divides the go-board B into two separated regions R(G(y)) and R(G(y)) 

such that R(G(y)UR(G(y))Uc(G(y))=B and R(G(y))nR(G(y))nc(G(y))= 1>, 
the empty set. If a= (i.j)εR(G(y)) ， then we say that the region R(G(y)) 

contains1a point a=(i,.f). (If !R(G(y))| <|R(G(y))| , then R(G(y)) wi1I be caned 

the inneγ (or interior) region of G(y) and R(G(y)) will be called the 0μter 

(exteríor) region of G(y). 

EXAMPLE 1. There are exactly four weak simple closedgraphs G(y)= {(y , c) , 

(y, d)} of order 2=IG(y)1 with one point inner region R(G(y)) , where {c, d}= 

{(1, 2) , (2, 1)}, {c, d}={(nl' n2 - l), (nC1 , n2) }, {c,d}={(n1- 1, 1), (n1, 2)} and 

{c, d} = {(1, n2":'1) , (2, κ2)}' There is a strong simple closed graph G(y) = {(y, ai ) : 

i=1, 2, 3, 4} of order with one point inner region R(G(y))=(e·+1, j+ 1), where 
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.a1=(i+l, j) , a2=(i+2, j+l) , a3=(i+ l , j+2) and a4= (i.j+1). 

DEFINITION 3. A graPh G(x) is comPletely SUtγounded by a simple closed 

graPh G(y). Let G(x) be a graph and let G(y)εCG(yXB). If c(G(x))CR(G(y)). 

then we say that G(x) is sur1’ounded by G(y) and we may denote this by 
윈(x)CG(y). If c(G(x))=R(G(y)), then we say that G(x) is completely 

$urrounded by G(y) and we may denote this by G(y)(G(x)). 

DEFINITION 4. Let Gi(y)εCG(yXB) (i=l,2, …, m). Suppose that Gi(y)CG1(V) 

m 
‘c( G j(y )) is called the r쟁iox of G(y) =i브Fi(y) and we denote that region by R 

m m m 
{G(y))=R띤Ft(y)). Let R띤Fi(y)) be the region of G(y)=싣깐(y) the union 

.graph of graphs Gi(y). (If aER(G(y)), then R(G(y)U(y.a))=R(G(y)) \ a is also 

‘called the regt.on of Gτy)=G(y)U(y.a). as a special case of R(G(y)). If C(G(X)) 

CR(G(y)). then we say that G(X) is sμrroμnded by G(y) and we may denote 

’this by G(X)CG(y). If C(G(x))=R(G(y)). then we say that G(X) is completelY - m 
$Urrounded by G(y)픔jF(y) and we denote this by G(Y)(G(x)). Definition 4 

lÏs a generalization of Definition 3. 

We now define a Ko. 

DEFINITION 5. Ko. Let G(y) be a simple closed graph with the inner region 

iR(G(y))= (i, j) of one point such that 2든 /G(y) / 르4. Let xεS with x =;t!:y. Let 

.G(x) be a graph such that 1르 /G(x) / 든3， c(G(x))nc(G(y))=ø, G(x)U(x, U ,j)) 

lforms a simple closed graph and G(x) is not a simple closed graph. If there 

lis a vertex (y, a) of G(y) such that R(G(x))U(x, U ,j))=a, in the graph G(x) 

IU(X, U,j))UG(y) \ (y, a). Then we say that G(y) and G(x) form a Ko and we 
:shall denote this by Ko(G(y) , G(x) , U,j), (y,a)). We shall also say that Py 

(the person with y-stones) iniUated the Ko. 
G(y)UG(x) is called an (x,y) graPh when c(G(V))nc(G(x))=ø. 

DEFINITION 6. A move Function 1 and a capture luncHon g. Let Gi bea 

'Sequence of (b, w) graphs. Let SO =SUø. We define a moveIunction 1: Z +" '.• 

;z +ISo 1 B as a function satisfying the following three conditions. (1) 1(1) = 

(l ,G1) , where G1=bXVζbxB. /1(1)/ is defined as /V/. 
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(2) For aIl n eZ +’ 
f(2n-1)= (2n-1. b. ν) •. a black move by Pb• 

(2n-1. CÞ. v). a pass move by Pb’ 
f(2n) = (2n. w. v). a white move by PW' 

(2n. cþ. v). a pas~ move by Pw' 

where vEB. We define If(i) 1= 1 for a non-pass move and If(i) 1=0 for a pass 
move for z"르 2. We often write f (i) =cþ for a pass move f( i). 

(3) If f (z' + 1) = (z' + 1. x. v) and x~cþ， then vεB\c(Gi). (We may identify (1. G1)O 

=f(1) with G1 and!(z'+l) = (H1, x , v) with (x. v).) We now define a capture' 

f%%Ctiro% g : Z+--• G(bXB)UG(wXB)Ucþ by the following: (4) Letf(i)=(i， x~ 
1 

v) (vεB). If there exists a set {G/x): z'=l. 2 ..... m} of x-graphs Gi(x) in Gi_ 11 
m 

and if thereexists a" graphG~CYY in 작-l such that either (a) .U1 Gi(x)U(x, y)i 

m ‘ • i - m+1 
makes the region R(섣칸(씨 (x, u)) as defined iq Definition 4 and뾰i(X) (Go(Y))'" 

where Gi+1=(x, v).or.(b) Glx)U(x, v) (i=1, 2, ':', m) forms a simple closed 

graph and G/x)U(x, v)(Gi(y)) , where Gi(y} is a part of Go(Y) with Go(y)= 
111 

$관i(y). Then g (i) =G/y).' (We maysay that Px c때tures a group of y-stones 

of G/y) when g (z')=G/y).) 

(5) (Suicide is iIlegal.) If there is a simple closed graph Go(y) in Gi_ 1 such~ 

that G/y)(Go(x)U(x. y)) for a graph G/x) in Gi_ 1 (x~y). then g (i) =G/x} 

U(x. ν). 

(6) (Suicide is illegal.) If. in Gi_ l' there exists a set {GlY): z" =1.2. …. m} of 

”’ y-graphs Gi(y) and G。(x) such that U 1Gt(y)(G。(x)U(x， ν)) (see Definition 4). 

then we define g(2·)=G。(x)U(x， y). If m=1, then (6) returns to (5). (We may 

say that Px loses a group of x-stones of Go(x)U(x.v) by his move f (z').) 

(7) If (4). (5) and" (6) are not applicable. then g (z')=cþ. Now we can. define 

a sequence Gi inductively : f(l) = (1. G1) with 

I G11 르1. For f(H l) =(H1.x, v), Gi+1=Gi if x=cþ. 

GiU(x, v)\ g(H 1) if x~cþ. 

We introduce one of important concepts on Go games. Ko-rule. For any grapht 

G (b. w). k(G(b. w)) denotes the set of all Kos in the (b. w)-graph G(b. w). 

(1) If a move f(n)=(n. Y. v) forms the firstKo=Ko(G(y). G(x). (z'.J'). (y, a))Þ 

Then the player px can tà.ke a move of the form f(n+1)=(n+1. x. (z'.j)). an해 
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consequently g(n+1)= (y, a). If f(n+1)=(n+1 , x, Ci, j)) and g(n+1)=(y, a), then ‘ 

we say that Px moves to the Ko and captures a y-stone of (y, a). Now we have

Gn+1=GnU (X, U, j)) \ (y, a). Ko-rule is that the moving f(n+2)=(n+2, y, a) by' 

Py with g(n+ 2) = (x, U, j)) is illegal. Alternative rule is that (Suicide is illegal), 
if f(n+2)=(n+2,y, a), then g(n+2)=(y, a). Notice that Ko-rule is to make the

go-game finite. 

(2) Suppose that k(Gn) = Ko(G(y), G(x), U, j) , (y, a)), f(n) = (n,y , v) and g(n) =p
(x, U, j)). If f(n+1)=(n+1 , x, U. j)) and g(n+1)=(y, a), then we say that 

P" moves to the Ko. Suppose that P" 띠oved to the Ko. Then Ko-rule is that the

move f(n+2)=(n+2,y , a) with g(n+2)=(x, Ci, j)) by P ,,(x =PY) to any Koof k y 

(G’‘+1) is i11egal. If f(n) = (n,.y, v) with g(n)=(x, Ci, j)) , then a move f(n+ 1)= 

(n+1 , x ,Ci, j)) with g(n+1)=(y, a) is illegal. We generalize this Ko-rule. Let~ 

m1르 1. 

(3) Suppose that k(Gn) = {Ko(G/y), G/x), (자，까)， (y, at)) :t=l, 2, .. , m1} U {Ko(G/ 

(y) , G/x), (깐， j/)， (x, at)): t=m1+1, m1+2, …,mi+m2}' Suppose f(n) = (n,y, v) with. 

g(n)낯(x， (i/, j/)) (tε{1， 2，… ， m1}). If P" takes a move to a Ko of k(Gn) , then a_ 

move by Py to any Ko in k(Gn+1) is illegal. (lf f(n+ 1) =(n+1, x, (자， j/)) with g 

(n+ I) =(y, a/) (tε {I， 2， …, m1}), then f(n+2) = (n+2,y , Ci/, j/)) andf(n+2)=(n+2, 
y，(강， j5)) (sε {m1 + 1, m1 +2, …, m1 + m2}) are both illegal). 

DEFINITION 7. The end of the game. The game ends with the final graph. 
Gn if f(n+ 1) and f(n+2) are first two consecutive pass moves. We shall say 

that the game ends at the move t=n+2. For a (b, w)-graph Gn, we can write

Gη =G(b)UG(w). Let G(y)E {G(b) , G(w)}. 

SCORING. Let Gn=G(b)UG(w) be the final graphof a game. Let U={Gi(y): 

tεI} be the set of all simple closed y-graphs in G(y). Let R= {R/ jεJ} be the 

set of all regions determined by U. We see that R(G/y)) and R(Gi(y)) are 

members of R. (1) Consider R(Gi(y))ER. Suppose 1 R(Gi(y))nc(G(x) 1 =m1 and 

1 R(Gi(y))nc(G(y)) 1 =m2• lf m1 =0, then we define (IIRGi(y)) II = I R(Gi(y)) 1-
m2• If m1=P0, then there exists a graph Gt(x) such that c(Gt(x)) CR(G/y)). 

There are two cases. .(2) Thereexists a positive integer k such that by k moves、

f [ t+2+z·) (i=1, 2, ---, k), it is possib1e to obtain g(%+2+k) which contains ‘ Gt 

(x). This is the case, then we set IIR(Gi (y)) 11 = IR(Gi(y)) l-m2+m1• (3) If it is ‘ 

not possible to obtain such g(n+2+k) containing Gt(x) by a finite number (k} 
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of moves, then we set IIR(Gi(Y))II=O. (4) Let 묶εR. Suppose that there is a 
subset K of 1(IKI 르2) so that the union graphVQ;Cy) makes the region R 

iEK‘ 
(UG;(y)) as defined in Definition 4. Then we take |Rjnc(G(x)) | =m1 and j목 nc 
iEK‘ 

(G(y)) I =m?, where R;=R(.U __ Gi(y)). If m1 =0, then we define I맥 11 as 11작11= 
‘ I .iEK ‘ A 

IRjl-mz. If m1~0. Then there exists a graph Gt(x) such t h,atc(Gt(x))CRr 
We now follow (2) and (3) for R;. We define c"by c,,= ε IIR;II + L:’ g (j), as; 

‘ J J iεf ‘ g(j )EG(xXB) 
t l:te final score of Pix~y) .. If c:t>cy' then we say that P :twithx-stones win the 

game by (c:t -c). " 、) 、 l 

DEFINITION 8. A two person go-game is a set {f, g , S, B} of a move function 

which obey the Ko-rule, a capture function g , a set. S= {b, w} and a two' 
‘ ’ 

--.afmensional board B; 
、

3. Life' and Seki 

We introduce the terms of Safe. and Seki.' Let{ζ g , $, B} be a two-person 
go-game on B with the Jinal graph Gn=G(b)UG(w) •. LetG(x)ε {G(b) ， G(w)}. 、

Suppose that there exist asimple closed x-graph G1(.r) in G(x) and .a y-graph 

-G1(y) in G(y) (x~y) such that G1(y)ζG1 (x). Let f(n) = (n, x, ν). 0-

(1) If a finite. number 2k of moves f (i) defined by 
f(n+2+j)=a pass move if j=1 , 3, …, 2k-1, 

a non-pass (y) move if j=2, 4, …, 2k, 

with g(n+2+j)=rþ (j <2k), it is not possible to have g(n+2+2k)=G1(y). Then 

we say that G1(y) is Safe. 

'(2) If a non-pass move by any player P :t(or Py) into a set R(G/x)\ c(G1(y)) 

is unfavorable for that player, then we say that G1(x) and G1(y) form a Seki 

[27. p. 101. (n can be replaced by k <n). 

4. Examples 

We have following examples of go-games. 

‘ 

EXAMPLE 2. Let 11 = B\ {(1,1), (1, 2), (2, 1)}. Let {f, g , s, B} be a two-person 
.go-game on B defined by f and g: 

(i, b, ai)(aiE11) if i=2n+ 1 (n=0, 1, …, (n1n2-4)), 

fα)= a pass move if z'=2n (n=1 , 2, .. oCnln2-4)). 

(i=2(n1n2-3) , w’ (1, 2)), 
‘ 、

a: pass move if z' =2(깐%2-3)+1， 
- “ 
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U=2(nïn2-3)+2, w, (2,1)), 

a pass move if z" = 2(씬n2-3)+3， 2(깐n2-3)+4， and 

g U) =bXB if l=2(n1n2-3) +2, 

rþ if i~2(nln2-3)+2. 

13E. 

We can see that Ig(2(n1n2-3)+2)1=IBI=n1n2-3. Let Gnbethefinal graph of 

this game. Then Gn={(w, (l , 2)) , (w , (2, 1))}. It is not difficult to see that: 

%르2(n1n2 -2). If this game takes place on B , then the total number n' or 

moves of the second game is less than or equal to 2(n1n2-4). If the game 

repeatedly takes the place, then the (grand) total number n+n'+ .. of moves. 

from the first ~ame to the last ~ame is less than or equal to 
η ，n， 

2(n1n2-2) + 흔J 20%%2-z·)L 

EXAMPLE 3. Let {f. g , S. B} be a go-game. Suppose that n moves f(z') with 

g U) =rþ U= 1, 2, '.". n) formed the graph Gη=G(b)UG(w) consisting of Kos. If 

Pb and P w take moves f(n+ z') U;"l. 2, ...• k) with Ig(n+ z') I 르 1 and this game ends 、

with the final graph G
tl
+k (after two consecutive pass movesf(n+k+1)=rþ and. 

f(n+k+2)=rþ) , then it is not difficult to show that n+k르3(n1n2) -4. 

EXAMPLE 4. Let f!, g. S. B} be a 2-person go-game on B such that gU) =rþ , 

for all i. Then the totaì number n of moves is less than or equal to 2n1n2, 
where n is defined by the final graph Gn of the game. 

PROBLEM. (1) Find the total number of stones with which every go-game
can be played without exchanging black and white stones during the play time. 
(2) Fini an upper bound of n, where n is defined by Gn• - the final graph of 

tþ.e go-game‘ 

5. Three person go-game on a 2-dimensional board 

Let S= {b1, b2• b3} be a set of three distinct ohjects bi • Let y be a member of" 
3 

S. Any subset of yxB is called a y-graph. Let G(b j ) be a graph. G= 섣l G(bz>

is called a graþh if c(G(b1))nc(G(b2))nc(G(b3))=rþ, Let G(y) be a simple closed’ 
graph and let G(x)UG(y)UG(z) be a graph (x ,y , z드S). If c(G(x))Uc(G)z))= 

R(G(y)). then we say that G(x)UG(z) is campletely surrauηd ed by G(y) and' 

we denote it by G(y)(G(x) UG(z)). 

DEFINITIO i-J 9. Ka. Let Ko(G1(y) , G1(x). U1• jl)' (y, a1)) , Ko(G2(x) , G2(z).-
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'02, j2)' (X, a2)) and Ko(G3(z) , G3(y) , (z'3, j3)' (Z, a3)) be three Kos. Then we say 

that these three Kos form: a K 0 in a three person go-game on a 2-dimensional 

-board B. We can define a move function 1 and a capture function g as defined 

before. We also can define Ko-rule and SCORING as defined in 2. We define 

;a three-person go-game on a two-dimensional board B as a set {f, g , {bl' b2• b3} , B} 

'of a move function 1, a capture function g , S= {bl'b2, b3} and a two-dimensional 

board B. There are problems of Life and Seki. We give an example of a 

:3-person go-game on a 2-dimensional board B. 

EXAMPLE 5. From this example, it shows that Seki is complicated in a 

:3-person go-game on B. 

The foIIowing theorem is a partial answer to Problem 1. 

THEOREM. Let fε g , {bl' b2, b3} , B} be a three þersongame 01 go on B μ'z'th the 
n 

fz"1싫 grφhGη=G(b1) UG(b2) UG(b3). Then IG(b1) 1+ IG(b2) 1+ IG(b3) 1+ 월 I g (i) I 

<(n-2)n1n2• 

PROOF. It is cIear that IG(b1) I + IG(b2) I + IG(b3) I <n1n2• It is also cIear that 

Ig(I) 1+ Ig(2) I =0 and Ig(3) I =0. The theorem foIIows from Ig(z') I <n1n2 for aIl 

:z">3. 

REMARK. The above theorem is true for an n-pen:on go-game on a 2-

dimensicnal go-board. The number (n-2)n l 1Z2 is not reaIistic because of 1z which 

is not known. We can define an n-person go-game on an m-dimensional board. 

In a 3-person go-game {f, g , {b , zv, y}. B}. there wiII be two cases for 1(2): Let 

[(1)=(1, G1) and g (1 )=rþ, where G1is a subset of bxB. Case (1 )./(2)=(2, w, v)= 

(2, (zv , y)) with g(2)=rþ, ，γhere vεB\c(G1). Case (2). 1(2)=(2, w, V)=(2,G(w)) 

with g(2)=rþ, where G(w)= μIXV and VCB\ c(G1). 

The author presented this paper to the Fourth Annual Mathematics and 

"Statistics Conference, Recreational Mathematics, Miami University, Oxford, 

~Ohio， September 24, 1976. 

West Virginia University 

Morgantown, W. Va. 26505 

U. S. A. 
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